BIG RED FLAG FOOTBALL TOURNAMENT

APRIL 29 - 30, 2017
UNIVERSITY OF PHOENIX STADIUM - LAWN C

ENTRY
$150 per 12-player team

All youth football organizations are invited to enter.
(Limited Space Available)

Saturday: 6U, 8U, 10U
Sunday: 12U, 14U, 17U
(Modified NFL Flag Tournament Rules)

AWARDS
Top two teams per age group receive medals

CLICK BELOW TO REGISTER YOUR TEAM:

6U REGISTER HERE 8U REGISTER HERE 10U REGISTER HERE
12U REGISTER HERE 14U REGISTER HERE 17U REGISTER HERE

For more information please contact: Mo Streety
Email: mstreety@cardinals.nfl.net
Phone: (602) 379-1835 | Cell/Text: (480) 217-0175

* Note also that players can play on only one team and assigned to ONLY one roster.